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Glenn Mark Amor(1984)
 
-Born on Sept 15,1984 (Quezon City)
 
-Started interest in Literature when in grade school.
 
-Became collector of Filipino Funny Komiks since
Grade 6 until High School. (incomplete) .
 
-Aquarium Hobbyist since 1996.
 
-Magic The Gathering Player/Collector
 
-Collector of B1 Gang books until 1999.
(incomplete) .
 
-Marvel Graphic Novel Collector
 
-Started to read & write poems when in 1st year High
school.
 
-Graduated BS Nursing from Far Eastern University  
(FEU) , Manila, Batch 2005.
 
-Passed the Philippine Nursing Board Examination on
December 2005.
 
-Started practicing as professional nurse in government
hospitals since April 2006 until March 2008.
 
-Became IV therapist Nurse on May 2008 under by
Association of Nursing Service Administrators of the 
Philippines, INC (ANSAP)           Held in Region 1 Medical 
Center, Dagupan City.
 
-Entered Philippine National Police, Class PINAGPALA 2009-01.
 
-Passed the NAPOLCOM PO Exam on October 14,2012.
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****Accomplishments/Honors/Medals/Awards****
 
-Philippine Republic Presidential Unit Citation Badge
-x3 Medalya ng Kasanayan
-x6 Medalya ng Papuri
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(haiku)   Last Goodbye
 
How can I deny
In my lone-heart I will find..
She, who rectify?
 
There's nothing to hide
You touch my wall around me..
You see the real me.
 
You said, ' I love you.'
Accepting me as I am..
You satisfied me.
 
And for your teardrops,
Sorry for the things I did..
Can you forgive me?
 
Seem to be a lie,
You deserve to have much more..
We talked 'til we cried.
 
Its no turning back,
The hardest thing i will do..
Is to say goodbye.
 
I'll remember you,
So you'll be here in my heart..
And I always will.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(May 25,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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(haiku)   Torpe
 
Hey babe I love you...
But I’m shy to tell you so,
I'll just walk with you.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Jan 23,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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A Call Within A Lonely Heart
 
Here I am
Knocking on my room
So sick
So tired.
I lay my wasted mind
And wishing for
Succubus to visit me.
Otherwise,
I slam my cellphone to my face..
To have myself
A good night rest!
 
(March 18,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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A Lone Wolf
 
From the middle of nowhere,
I'm walking alone...
From this thick fur of mine,
I'm freezing to the bone.
 
Sight of darkness,
Sign of sadness...
Howling for mercy!
No reply, I see...
 
Because I'm alone wolf
Stray from the pack.
Nothing to be exact,
The land is black!
 
 
 
(Feb 14,2003)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Bestfriends!
 
You don't need to hear me everyday
To assure you that I care
And you don't have to see me
To know that I'm real...
You Just have to know that,
Somehow, somewhere...
I'm just right here!
If Everything would change
and everything would fade,
Still I would not break the friendship we made..
If you forget me, there's nothing I can do...
But one thing for sure,
I'll still be here for you!
Everyone dreams of the perfect friend...
Someone warm, caring, funny and thoughtful.
Me? When I met you...
I ended up nothing...
Nothing more to ask for! ! !
 
 
 
 
(April 1999)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Crown Of Awe
 
A   - At the time when people struggles for peace,
       A community who are in chaos,
       And When anyone is aggrieved...
 
L   - Leadership will be unfold!
      Loyalty that cannot be tempered,
      Leading the society to righteous and peaceful life.
 
P   -Pilgrims of justice;
      Protectors of the weak;
      Peerless law enforcer of Nation; that
 
H   -Honor will guide our step!
      Honesty to tranquil our dignity!
      Hardship as we oath for service!
 
A   -Along the way of adventures,
      As a Peace Enforcers...
      Alphan of class PINAGPALA,
      Will be remembered as a symbol of public faith.
 
 
 
(September 10,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Does Virginity Really Matter?
 
Some says,
It was a bed of life
So preserved it with all you might.
But if a man really loves you,
He will loves you as you are
He will accept you who you used to be.
 
Some says,
If the woman is liberated,
Theres no need to feel agitated.
But as a symbol of pureness,
He may be proud to your wholeness.
 
For those not virgin,
If the man says it does matter,
He may not be the right one for you.
Is a matter of understanding.. respect.. and acceptance.
 
For those virgin,
Although most man says it doesn't matter,
Secretly, man is proud, if the bride is still a virgin.
But do you think it's unfair if the man is not?
 
 
 
(July 2001)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Forbidden Love
 
Here I am trapped in this dessert land,
For reasons you may not understand...
I want to see you, but i can't...
All in my mind is just your smile.
I want to hold your hands, but I can't...
All I want to touch is just your warm.
I want to feel you, but I can't...
All I want to kiss is your lips.
But feelings can't be contained,
When I feel guilty in this ring.
 
 
 
 
(March 24,2008)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Forevermore
 
I was dumped by six women...
I was left by five girlfriends...
I ignore four women
before I met you...
Its because,
I will be loved eternally by you...
Until the end of time,
I will love you...
Forevermore...
 
I love you Mengit.
 
 
 
(March 23,2008)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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In My Dreams
 
In my dreams,
I imagined someone like you...
I couldn't have guessed that it would
Soon come true...
 
From the moment I saw you,
I could see no one else...
Its as though I'm blind,
I 'm really not sure of my state of mind.
 
I keep on seeing your face...
So clear, without a trace...
In your eyes I see a kind of beauty,
Now I can't distinguish dreams from reality.
 
 
 
(October 4,2005)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Life Of Filipino Heroes
 
When our Mother is in despair,
When our flag soaked in blood and tears,
The strength and bravery that you prepare...
In the field of chaos you struggle,
In order to defend your greatest dream of peace.
 
Even knowing what will be your fate,
If life be ended in laughter..
Or life be ended in distressed.
 
Sweat, blood, and life you sacrificed,
And the binding of people you unite...
For the taste of freedom we dreamed of.
 
To honor you will never be ended,
And the heroes will never be forgotten...
For the Freedom you gave for us,
Our mother will continue to pursue.
 
 
 
 
(August 20,2004)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Lycanthrope
 
She's the one,
Who you see that pure & modest...
But from her shadow
You can see the urge of wilderness.
 
She's the one,
Who you think that can be honest...
But from her words
You can feel the trembling of lies beneath her skin.
 
She's the one,
Who you can say that can be trusted...
But broken promises she always possess.
 
When the moon rise above,
Perhaps is time for you
to accept that you were deceived by a werebeast.
 
 
 
 
(Oct 31,2007)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Missing You
 
I think of you everyday
as the sunshine who bright my day...
I dream of you every night
as making me feel so right...
I miss the way you kiss
as unconditional love truly exists.
I never felt this before
and I love you more and more!
 
 
 
 
(Jan 14,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Nature's Voice
 
And so I dreamed about our Mother,
A premonition how she suffer.
I saw men with cruel intention,
The courier of abomination.
 
Plastic scattered among rivers,
Fishes will die and not recover.
The Oil spill incident now and then,
Even the brightest pearl cant be seen.
Deforestation of the Mountain,
Soil Erosion is certain.
 
Harmful environment is avoidable,
If love and care is on top.
The Climate change will stop.
 
 
(August 06,2015)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Perlas Ng Silanganan
 
Mahal kong Pilipinas
Kay gandang pagmasdan
Sa gitna ng dagat,
Animo'y Nakalutang!
 
sa aking panaginip
Ako'y nananabik!
Nais puntahan,
Bawat islang kumikinang!
 
Ngunit sa taong lumipas
Nang huling ganda'y namalas!
Isang kalungkutan,
Pilit hinahanapan ng Lunas!
 
Mga bundok ngayo'y nasisira
Kagubatang tila abo!
Lumuluhang mga ilog,
Mga Hayop naglalaho...
 
Huwag sanang kalimutan
Ang yamang bigay ni Bathala!
sana'y maisip natin,
Kinabukasan ng lupang sinilangan!
 
(June 15,2016)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Precious Diamonds
 
A woman is like diamonds
Possesses an aura of beauty & elegance.
So, treat her with respect & compassion.
Dignity of a woman is like diamonds
Sparkles will never be diminish
Neither does it fade away..
And diamonds are not only to console men,
But to heal the defiled dreams of a man,
Like a shining light, guiding our solitude.
Essence of a woman,
Are truly magical & mystical
Like the precious diamonds.
 
 
 
 
(January 21,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Pulis Nyo Po
 
Ako ay isang pulis,
Sa kriminal mabangis..
Batas ay ipipilit
Buhay man ang kapalit.
 
Ako ay isang pulis,
Pagkilos ng mabilis..
Pagtupad sa tungkuli'y
Walang bahid ng dungis.
 
Ako ay isang pulis,
Sarili'y tinitiis..
Kung ang maging kapalit,
Mapayapang marikit.
 
 
 
 
(August 15,2015)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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The Grim Reaper
 
Once, I am the living death
Nothing to fear, nothing to feel
To whom I suffer, to whom I pain.
 
Once, I am the noxious death
Breath of hatred, breath of anger
From betrayal, from deceiver.
 
Once, I am the hidden death
I lied, I steal, I killed
For every pain I suffer...
For every betrayed of the deceiver...
I am the Grim Reaper.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(August 08,2008 - 8PM)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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The One
 
I thanked God...
   The One who gave me hope to live,
   The One that only who can forgive.
   The One who died on a cross,
  ...to save humanity that is lost.
   The One who gave His Words...
   So I give you my heart to you Lord.
 
 
 
(February 24,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Tres Marias
 
	
Glorious day of my life!
Lovely tres marias are here!
You, my eldest child,
So smart, so sweet and charming
Surprisingly amazing.
Answer to all my prayers.
 
You, my second child,
Happiness you bring.
Astonishingly beautiful,
Endlessly delightful.
Laugh and smile you possessed.
Answer to all my prayers.
 
Kindle my heart once more!
Youngest among the rest
Lively, joyful, and full of hope.
Answer to all my prayers.
 
 
 
(August 23,2015)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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Your Song
 
Drowned in the river of loneliness,
Until I hear the voice of kindness...
A song that enlivens a lonely heart,
It was a masterpiece of art.
 
Your eyes are captivating,
Your lips are alluring...
I wonder if it was an illusion,
Or rather it was delusion?
 
With your undefined complexity,
Yet simply a universal beauty..
A sweet gentle melody,
Forever in my memory.
 
 
 
 
 
(January 16,2009)
 
Glenn Mark Amor
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